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Abstract. Plasmaand magneticfield data detectedby NASA GGS/Polarand
Wind duringthe May 4, 1998,stormeventareanalyzedto demonstrate
for the first
time a causalrelationbetweenthe magnetosheath
energeticionsand bow shock
magneti
......
*•,• Intensem•gn•*•h•*h •,,•t;•
ions•¬•,•e•t upstream.
f•m
the cuspare fromthe quasi-parallel
bowshockand showpropertiesindicatingthat
they are a possiblesourceof cusp energeticions.

1. Introduction

Energetic(-•10x-102keV) ionsare oftenobserved
in
the magnetosheath. Two dominant sources are the

magnetosphere
[e.g.,Honeset al., 1972;WestandBuck,
1976; Sibeck et al., 1987; Fuselief et al., 1991; Kudela

tosheath magnetic field lines. Depending on the magnetic geometry, they may escapeinto the upstream re-

gionof the bowshock[e.g.,$arris et al., 1976;Luhmann
et al., 1984].
The upstream and downstream regionsof the quasi-

parallelbow shock(the anglebetweenthe averageup-

et al., 1992]and the solarwind energizedat the bow stream magnetic field and the shocknormal, OBn,less
shock[e.g., Westand Buck,1976;Ashridgeet al., 1978; than 45ø) are often populatedwith energeticparticles
Crookeret al., 1981; Fuselief et al., 1991]. To un- andmagneticwavesand turbulence[e.g.,Paschmannet

derstand the origins of energetic magnetosheathions
would greatly facilitate the determination of the mass,
momentum, and energy transfer processeswithin the
geospace.

al., 1979; Greenstadtat el., 1980; Bonifazi and Moreno,
1981; Crooker et al., 1981; Ipavich et al., 1981; Greenstadt, 1985• Luhmann et al., 1986; MSbius et al., 1987;
Gosling et al., 1989; Fuselier et al., 1995, and refer-

The escapeof energeticmagnetosphericparticles into encestherein]. Beginningwith the earliest observathe magnetosheath at times occurs on interconnected tions, it was realized that the connectionof the intermagnetosphere-magnetosheathfield lines that result planetarymagneticfield (IMF) to the bow shockis a

from magneticreconnection
at the magnetopause
[e.g., necessarycondition for the presenceof energetic parSpeiseret al., 1981;Scholeret al., 1981]. However,it ticleson the interplanetaryfield line [e.g.,Asbridgeet
mostly occurs on a continuous basis through a leak- al., 1968;Scudderet al., 1973;Lin et al., 1974]. The
age processof finite gyroradiuseffects[e.g., Croleyet fact that the enhanced plasma and magnetic turbual., 1986;Sibecket al., 1987].This mechanism
predicts lence and their associatedenergetic ions are similar in
that energeticionsleak from the magnetosphereat postnoon local times and energetic electrons at prenoon local times owing to the differencein their drift paths in
the magnetosphere. These ions stream along magne-
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both the upstream and downstream regionsled to the

suggestion
of the samebow shocksourceregion[e.g.,
Westand Buck, 1976; Asbridgeet al., 1978]. The occurrencerate of enhancedenergeticion eventsincreases
with decreasing0B,, both upstream and downstream

from the bow shock[e.g., Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981;
Crookeret al., 1981; Mitchell and Roelof,1983]. It is
widely acceptedthat solar wind ionsundergofirst-order
Fermi acceleration by scattering back and forth across
the quasi-parallelbow shock in the turbulent regions

upstreamand downstreamfrom the shock[Lee, 1982;
Ellison, 1985]. In situ plasmaand magneticfield observationshave confirmed theoretical predictions of the

couplingbetweenthe particlesand waves[MSbiuset
al., 1987; Trattner et al., 1994]. Energyspectraof energetic ions from computer simulationsare also in a
very good agreementwith observationsboth upstream

Copyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 1999JA900468.

and downstream
from the quasi-parallel
shock[Ellison
et al., 1990]. Burstsof magnetospheric
ions are also

0148-0227/ 00/ 1999JA900468$09.00

occasionallyobservedin the upstream region, but they
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have a much harder spectrum than those of bow shock
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the CRRES satellite[Wilken et al., 1992]. The MICS

accelerated
solarwind ions[M&'bius
et al., 1986].

sensor sampled two-dimensional angular distributions
Ion composition measurementshave played a criti- and coveredthe energyrangefrom i to 193.4keV/e for
cal role in determining the relative contribution of bow H+ andHe+•', i to 100.1keV/efor O>+•',41.1to 193.4
shock acceleratedions and leakage of magnetospheric keV/efor O<+a,and17.5to 193.4keV/eforlie+ (here-

ionsto the magnetosheath
energeticions [e.g.,Fuselief inafterenergeticion energyreferringto energyper unit
et al., 1991].The angulardistributionof bowshockac- charge).The AE/E for eachenergychannelis •10%.
celeratedions immediately downstreamfrom the quasi- It took •3.3 min to completea full energysweep.The
parallel bow shockis anisotropicwith the maximum flux

I4+ datawerethetotalionmeasurements
assuming
I4+

towardthemagnetopause
[e.g.,$choleret al., 1989;Ellisonet al., 1990].They contributeto the majorityof en-

response
in the doublecoincidence
rate (DCR) channel
of the MICS

detector. The detector viewed with a nar-

ergetic
H+ (> 65%)andalmostalltheenergetic
He+2in row aperture of 3ø x 3ø perpendicularto the spacecraft
the magnetosheathdownstream from the quasi-parallel spin axis which was mainly in the dawn-duskdirection
shock[Fuselier,1994].Leakageof magnetospheric
ions during this event. Energeticelectronobservationswere
plays a minor role in this region but accountsfor nearly made with the Imaging Electron Sensor(IES) of the
all the energetic protons in the plasma depletion layer Comprehensive
EnergeticParticleand Pitch AngleDis-

[Fuselier,1992], a thin layer adjacentto the magne- tribution(CEPPAD)onboard
Polar[Blakeet al., 1995].
The sensorsampled3-D distributionscoveringthe energyrangefrom 12 to 400 keV. The lower-energypart of
tosheath[Zwanand Wolf,1976].
Recent analysisof cusp energeticparticles(CEPs) the ion spectrumwasprovidedby the Hydra spectromsuggestthat they are from the bow shock accelerated eter [Scudder
et al., 1995]whichsampled3-D distribuions [Changet al., 1998]. If this hypothesis
is true, tionsof electrons
andions(assuming
H+) covering
the
topause just outside the magnetospherein the magne-

one would expect the appearance of bow shock accelerated ions in the magnetosheath upstream from the
cusp. In this paper, we present evidence of magnetosheath energeticions upstream from the cuspaccelerated at the quasi-parallel bow shock using plasma and

energy range from •10 eV to 19 keV. The electron mea-

surementsfrom Hydra as well as the magneticfield mea-

surements
from the MagneticField Experiment(MFE)
magnetometer
[Russellet al., 1995]wereusedto iden-

tify regionsof plasma sheet, magnetopauseboundary
magneticfielddata observedby the NASA GGS/Polar layer, magnetosheath,and solar wind along the Polar
and Wind spacecraftduring a magnetic storm event on
May 4, 1998. In contrast to previous statistical work

trajectory. Upstream solar wind and IMF data were

acquiredwith the MagneticField Investigation(MFI)
[e.g.,Crookeret al., 1981;Fuselief,1994]a causalre- magnetometer
[Leppinget al., 1995]and the Faraday
lation between the magnetosheath energetic ions and cup of the SolarWind Experiment(SWE) [Ogilvieet
bow shockmagnetic geometry is demonstratedfor the al., 1995]both onboardthe Wind spacecraft.
first time. This storm provides a great opportunity to
understand the sourceof magnetosheathenergeticions
3. Overview
and to check the hypothesis of bow shock as a source

of Polar

Observations

of CEPsby supplying
large-scale
temporal
variations OnMay4, 1998,0500-1200
UT, thePolarspacecraft
in theenergetic
ionfluxes
whichshould
becorrelated
wasmoving
from-0.3øto 74.1
ømagnetic
latitude
and
withupstream
parameters
at thesource
region
witha from4.4to 9.0RE geocentric
distance
nearmagnetic
proper
timedelay.
Applying
theabove
principle
tothe localnoon.TheWindspacecraft
was•214 RE up-

high time resolutiondata from Polar and Wind, we are
able to determine not only the origin of the observed
magnetosheathenergeticions but also the upstreamparameters that control the intensity of these ions.
The rest of the paper is organized as followed. We
present the instrumentation in section2, Polar observations of plasma compositionand data interval selection
for cross-correlation analysis in section 3, solar wind
propagation time in section4, magnetosheathenergetic
ions and their correlation with the IMF cone angle in
section 5, interpretation of the analysis results in section 6, and summary and conclusionsin section 7.
2. Instrumentation

stream from the Earth, just north of the Sun-Earth line.
A very strong interplanetary shock arrived at Wind at
•-,0230 UT. Wind observedlarge variations in the so-

lar winddensity(•-,4-65cm-a) andIMF strength(•540 nT) and high solarwind bulk speed•-,800km/s for
the next 9 hours. Because of the high solar wind dy-

namicpressure(as largeas 65 nP), the magnetosphere
was severely compressedand bow shock even reached
the Polar

altitude

on several

occasions.

As a result

of

the rapid boundary motion due to the dynamics of the
storm, Polar frequently crossedthe magnetopausecurrent layer. However, Polar was in the high-latitude dayside magnetosheathmost of the time during the second

half period•-,0840-1200
UT of the stormevent. (Note
only relevantPolar data are presentedi15this section

Energeticion compositionmeasurements
during this to addressthe plasma compositionand magnetosheath
storm event were made by the Magnetospheric Ion

interval selectionfor the cross-correlationanalysis. For

CompositionSensor(MICS) of the Chargeand Mass detailed analysis of Polar plasma and field observations
MagnetosphericIon CompositionExperiment (CAM- for thisevent,seeRussellet al. [1999]and J. R. Wygant
MICE) onboardPolar. A similardetectorwasflownon et al. (manuscript
in preparation,1999).
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Plate 1 presents from top to bottom panels MFE
magnetic field magnitude, energy-time spectrogramsfor

CAMMICE/MICSHe+, O<+a 0>+2 He+2 DCR-H+
Hydra ions, CEPPAD/IES electrons,Hydra electrons,
and plasma regions traversed by Polar from 0500 to

1200UT. The total energycoverages
for H + and electron are •-0.02-200 keV and •0.01-400 keV, respectively. Before 0525 UT, Polar was in the plasma sheet

characterizedby a large magneticfield (> 220 nT)
dominated by the positive Bz component, and rela-

tivelyintenseenergetic
He+(> 20 keV/e), O<+a (> 40
keV/e), H+ (> 40 keV), andelectrons
(> 20 keV), but
relativelyweaklower-energy
(below40 keV/e) 0 >+2,
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positionsand Polar crossedthe magnetopauseinto the
magnetopauseboundary layer at •,,0755 UT. Electron
temperature then increasedas expected.
The best signature, however,for distinguishingthe
boundary layer and magnetosheathregion is the electron distribution since two regions have distinct magnetic topology,one for a closedmagneticfield line and
the other for a magnetosheathfield line which is connected to the IMF and may or may not be connectedto
a geomagnetic
field line. As an exampleshownin Figure 2a, electrons commonly show a counterstreaming
distribution in the boundary layer, indicating a closed
magnetictopology. Another very usetiffdiagnosticof
the magnetopause
current layer as a rotational discon-

He+2, and H + fluxes. Polar then movedinto the lowlatitude boundarylayer (LLBL) and observedsimilar tinuity is the generalizedWa16ntest [Scudderet al.,
featuresbeforeit exited the magnetopauseinto the mag- 1999a]. Magnetopause
crossings
identifiedusing this
netosheathat •0541 UT [Russellet al., 1999]. Al- techniqueare consistentwith the findingsbasedon the
though the plasma sheet and LLBL are both on closed electrondistributions[Scudderet al., 1999b]. After
magnetic field lines with both feet anchored to the
Earth, electronpitch angle distributions there are somewhat different, having trapped populations in the former region and counterstreaming distributions in the
latter.

By contrast, in the magnetosheath from •,,0541 to
•0610 UT Polar observed disturbed weak magnetic

0755 UT, Polar frequently crossedthe magnetopause
beforeexiting the boundarylayer at •,,0836UT. After
that, exceptseveralbrief upstreamregionsfrom the bow
shock,Polar was in the magnetosheathuntil the end of
the magneticstorm at •,,1200UT. The commonelectron
distribution in the magnetosheathis nearly isotropic,
accompaniedby a weak field-alignedbeam at low energy as shownin Figure 2b.

field, enhanced0 >+2, He+2, H + and 1-keV ions and
As shownin Plate 1, energetic
ionsespecially
O<+a
100-eVelectronsbut weakO<+a and energeticelectron
flux (bothnearlycloseto the background
values).Then show distinct relative intensities in the magnetosheath
H+, He+2,
Polar reenteredthe LLBL/plasma sheetand observed and plasmasheet/LLBL.Theseenergetic
ions are likely of the solar
plasmas with characteristics similar to those measured and 0 >+2 magnetosheath
before 0541 UT. During the early part of the storm wind origin. During this storm event,most of the magevent from 0500 to 0730 UT, Polar was moving back netosheathenergeticion fluxesshowsignificantvariaand forth between the magnetosheathand the plasma

sheet/LLBL acrossthe magnetopause.
After 0730 UT,

tions(see,for example,50 keV/e ionsin the fourthto
thesixthpanelofPlate1). However,
theenergetic
He+

Polar was in the magnetosheath and encountered the
bow shock for the first time at •0735 UT. Owing to

fluxes are low and remain relatively steady. Energetic
ion fluxes observedupstream in the solar wind by the

and observedvery cold solar wind ions and electronsas
shown in the Hydra ion and electron spectrogramsin

Polar. Therefore the solar energetic particles were not

the arrival of a brief, very strongpressurepulse(solar 3D Plasmainstrument[Linet al., 1995]onboardWind
wind dynamicpressure•65 nP) the bowshockmoved were quite uniform. In addition, thesefluxesare •,,1 to
to 7.3 Rs at 38ø magnetic latitude and 1100 magnetic 3 ordersof magnitudelower than the magnetosheath
local time. Polar briefly stayedupstream from the shock energeticion fluxes at the same energiesobservedby
Plate 1. It
after that.

encountered

the bow shock several

times

The bow shock crossingsare more obviously illustrated in Figure l, which showsthe magnitude of the
magnetic field from MFE and electron density from Hydra covering 0730-1000 UT. Bow shock crossingsare
identified by the simultaneous,abrupt jumps in the two
quantities. In addition, plasma bulk speedand temperature jumps also occurred corresponding to the magnetic field and electron density jumps. As Polar moved
from the magnetosheath across the strong shock into
the upstream region, a sharp increasein the bulk speed
and a sharp decreasein the magnetic field, temperature,

a direct source of the Polar observations. To understand

the causeof the variations and ultimately the origin of

thesemagnetosheath
energeticions,wechoosethe later,
longperiodof magnetosheath
traversal(0840-1200UT
excludingupstreamintervals)for systematicanalysis.

4. Solar Wind Propagation Time

If the source of the magnetosheath energetic ions is
at a distance, the timing for the transport is a crucial
factor. Since their compositionsuggestsa solar wind
source, solar wind propagation time becomesthe next
obvious quantity to examine. The propagation time
and densityoccurred[e.g.,t•ssel! et al., 1999].Several was estimated by four different methods utilizing the
upstream regionsfrom the bow shock are identified and plasma and field measurementsfrom Wind and Polar.
marked as the shaded regions in Figure 1. As the so- The first simple estimate used the measuredsolar wind
lar wind dynamic pressure quickly reduced, the bow bulk speedfrom Wind/SWE which was quite uniform
shockand magnetopauseretreated toward their normal ,,-,770km/s from 0650to 0730UT. An estimatedpropa-
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Plate 1. Magnetic field and plasma measurementsfrom four instruments onboard Polar from

0500 to 1200 UT on May 4, 1998: (top to bottom) MFE magneticfield magnitude,energytime spectrograms
for CAMMICE/MICS He+, 0 <+3, 0 >+2, He+2, DCR-H+, Hydraions,CEPPAD/IES electrons,Hydra electrons,and plasmaregionstraversedby Polar. Owing to the
dynamicnature of this event,variousregionssuchas plasmasheet(red), boundarylayer (blue),
magnetosheath
(yellow),and upstreamregionof bow shock(black)wereobservedas indicated
in the lower trace.
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Figure 1. Polar/MFE magneticfield magnitudeand Hydra electrondensityfrom 0730 to 1000
UT. Polar was mainly in the daysidemagnetosheathand briefly crossedthe bow shockinto the

upstreamregion(shaded)severaltimes as indicatedby the simultaneous,
abrupt jumps in the
two quantities.

gation time of 28 min was found for solar wind plasmas
traveling a distanceof 204/• from Wind to bow shock.
The Polar magnetic field profile observedin the upstream region of the bow shock from 0735:47 to 0738:03
UT is unique to the Wind IMF data set so that a comparison of IMF measurementsfrom two spacecraftcan
give a fairly accurate estimate of the solar wind propagation time. Figure 3 presentsthe magnetic field mea-

tions are correlateddespitemagneticfield lines being
deflectedby the electriccurrentat bow shock.Figure4

presents
the threemagneticfieldcomponents
observed
by Polarfrom 0840 to 1200UT and by Wind with a
differentlag indicatedin eachpanel. Theselagswere
determinedby a cross-correlation
analysisof the Polar
and Wind observationsduring the above interval ex-

cludingthe upstreamregionsfrom bow shock(shaded
surements
of Polar/MFE and Wind/MFI after an offset regionsin Figure 4). Correlationcoefficients
for each
27.3 min has been applied. The scalesof all the vertical
axes are set to facilitate the comparison and therefore

from 0 to 60 rain with

most

correlation coefficientcurvesshow one single peak with

of the Polar

measurements

are off scale.

In the

upstream region, B• and Bz components from Polar
both turned from positiveto negativeat about the same
time. An identical feature was also observedby Wind

magnetic field componentare calculatedfor lagsranging
an increment

of 1 min.

All three

the correlationcoefficients(0.94, 0.46, 0.73) and time
lags•(35, 34, 37) min for (B•, By, Bz) components.

Strong correlation appears in B•, a good correlation in
•27.3 min ahead. All the three componentsand mag- Bz but a weak correlationin By, as illustratedin Fignitude of IMF from Polar and Wind (shadedregion) ure 4. From these results the estimated plasma propamatch very well, with the exceptionof the By com- gation time from Wind to Polar is •35-37 rain, which is
ponents which show different trends but maintain the consistentwith the estimate using the solar wind bulk
samesign. Within 2 hoursahead of this Polar upstream speedand magnetosheathplasma flow speed.
interval, only one match for all three IMF components
Another estimate of the propagation time is given by
occurs in the Wind data set. Other intervals have at
the cross-correlationanalysis of the solar wind density
best a match in one component only. The solar wind and magnetosheathplasma density. Figure 5 presents
propagation time from Wind to Polar just upstream electrondensityfrom Polar/Hydra from 0840 to 1200
from the bow shock is thus 27.3 min consistent with
UT and solarwind protondensityfrom Wind/SWE offthe estimate from the solar wind bulk speed. For the set 33 min. The upstreamregions(shaded)are again
time interval of interest, 0810-1130 UT, corresponding excluded in the analysis. As expected, magnetosheath
to the interval of the Polar magnetosheathenergeticion plasmadensity(assuming
chargeneutrality)is strongly
observations,the solar wind bulk speed decreasedto a correlated with the solar wind density with a proper
steadyvalue•755 km/s whichgivesan estimateof the time delay. The correlation coefficientas a function of
propagation time of •29 min from Wind to bow shock. the lag from 0 to 60 rain peaks at 0.85 for a lag of 33 rain,
Additional severalminutes are required for shockedso- yielding another estimate of the solar wind propagation
lar wind to propagate from the shock to Polar in the time. This peak, however, is not as sharp as those in
magnetosheathbecausebow shock deceleratesthe flow. the analysis of the magnetosheath magnetic field and
Since magnetosheathmagnetic field lines are con- IMF B, and B• componentspresented above. Therenected to the IMF, magnetosheathfield and IMF direc- fore thereis a somewhatlargeruncertainty(4-3 min) in
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Figure 2. Contoursof constantphasespacedensityfor electronsfrom Polar/Hydra in the
plane of velocitycomponentsperpendicularand parallel to the magneticfield, showing(a) a
counterstreamingdistribution at energiesbelow •500 eV in the magnetopauseboundary layer and

(b) a nearlyisotropicdistributionwith a weakfield-alignedbeamat --•60eV in the magnetosheath.
Contours are shown in the power of ten.
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Figure 3. Magnitude and three GSM components
of magneticfield observedby Polar/MFE
(thin) from 0700 to 0750 UT and Wind/MFI (thick) in the solarwind offset27.3 min. The
IMF profilefrom Polar just upstreamfrom the bow shock(shadedinterval) matchesthe Wind
observationsvery well. The scalesof the vertical axes are set for an easy comparisonof IMF
profiles. Therefore MFE measurementsare off scale most of the time.
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Figure 4. GSM magneticfieldcomponents
in the magnetosheath
from Polar/MFE (thick)from
0840 to 1200 UT and IMF components
from Wind/MFI (thin) offsetby At, whichis the time
delay associatedwith the peak correlation between the magnetosheathmagnetic field and IMF.
Data in the shaded areas are excluded in the cross-correlationanalysis. Very strong correlation

appearsin B•, a good correlationin Bz but a weak correlationin B,,•. Estimated solar wind
propagation time is -•35-37 min.

this estimate. Nevertheless,the estimatedpropagation and He+ from Hydra and CAMMICE in the magtime is consistentwith the one based on the magnetic netosheath,averagedover an interval from -•0840 to
-• 1200UT excludingthe solarwind intervals. Ion fluxes
field comparison.
m'eplotted againstthe ion energyper charge. Gener-

ally speaking,the two H+ spectraagreewell. Some

5. Magnetosheath Energetic Ions
differencesmay persist from different pitch angle avFigure6 depicts
energy
spectra
of H+, He+•',0 >+2, eragingand detectorefficiencyfor differention species
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1000

1030

1100

1130

1200

UT

Figure 5. Polar/Hydraelectrondensityin the magnetosheath
(thick)from0840to 1200UT and
the solarwindprotondensityfromWind/SWE (thin) offset33 min. Two quantitiesare strongly
correlated. The 33-rain lag associatedwith the best correlation gives an estimate of the solar
wind propagationtime. Data in the shadedareas are excludedin the cross-correlationanalysis.
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Figure6. Energy
spectra
ofmagnetosheath
H+, He+2,0 >+2,andHe+ ionsfromPolar/Hydra
and CAMMICE averaged
overthe interval0842-1158
UT excluding
the solarwind intervals.

Spectral
shapes
of the firstthreespecies
aresimilar,ordered
by energy
percharge.Theyare
nearlyidentical
for H+ andHe+2 at energies
above20 keV/e. Differences
in 0 >+2aredueto

low countrate as shownby the errorbars. Thesethreespectraare continuous
with a common

spectral
breakapproximately
at theenergy
channel
of41.1keV/e(vertical
dottedline).Energetic
He+ ionsshowa slightly
harderspectrum
witha lessobvious
spectral
break.

in the two instruments.In this plot format,spectral This suggests
He+ may have a sourcedifferentfrom
shapesfor the first three ion speciesaboveare simi- thoseof the other three ion species.
lar' in particular,they are nearlyidenticalfor H+ and
A cross-correlation
analysisof integratedH+ flux
He+2 for energies
above20 keV/e. Thedifferences
in with the IMF coneangle0B• (the anglebetweenthe
0 >+2maybeattributed
to thelowcounting
statisticsIMF and Sun-Earthline) was performedto examine
whichget worsewith increasing
energy.Nevertheless,the hypothesis
that magnetosheath
energeticionsare
all threespectraarecontinuous
with a spectralbreakat regulatedby the bowshockgeometrypermittedby the
aboutthe detectorenergychannelof 41.1keV/e where coneanglewhichis usedasa proxyof 0B,,(seetheDisthe spectral curves start to deviate from their common cussionsectionbelow). Figure 7a presentsthe H+ flux
higher energypower law tail. This break is most clear integrated41.1-193.4keV/e at the highesttime resoluwhenspectra
areviewed
fromthehighest
energy
toward tion from 0840 to 1200UT and 0B• offsetby 36 min.
lowerenergy.Thesespectraresemble
thoseupstreamBoth quantitiesshowlargetemporalvariationswith the
anddownstream
fromthequasi-parallel
bowshock
(cf. maximumto minimumflux ratio ,,0100and 0sx rang-

Figures3 and4 of MSbiuset al. [1987]andFigure2 ing,-o10ø-90
ø. In addition,H+ fluxand0sxarestrongly
of Ellisonet al. [1990]).Althoughtherearesubstantial anticorrelated with a correlation coefficient of -0.82.

intensityvariations
for theseionsduringthismagne- The correlationcoefficientfor the energeticion flux

tosheathinterval,their spectralshapesremainsimilar. and 0s• duringthis magnetosheath
intervaldepends
Unlikethe abovethreeion species,
He+ hasa some- on the time lag assumedfor 0s• rangingfrom 0 to 60
whatdifferent
spectral
shape.Thisspectrum
isslightly min with an 1-min incrementas shownin Figure 7b.
harderand doesnot showan obviousspectralbreak. Starting at 0-min toward 60-min lag, the correlation
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Figure7. (a)Energetic
(41.1<_E <_193.4keV)H+ ionflux(thickline)fromPolar/CAMMICE

in theinterval0840-1200
UT and0/• (thinline)fromWind/MFI offset36min.Bothshowlarge
temporal
variations
andarestrongly
anticorrelated.
(b) Correlation
coefficient
asa function
of
the timelagassumed
for 0B•. As the lagincreases
from0 to 60 min,the coefficient
decreases
fromN0, reaches
thepeakat -0.82 fora lagof36min,andthenmonotonically
increases
toward
0. Note that the shadedintervalsare excludedin the calculationof the correlationcoefficient.

coefficientdecreasesfrom --,0, reachesits peak at -0.82

0 >+2 whosemaximumenergyis 100.1 keV/e. These

for a lag of 36 min, and then monotonicallyincreases correlation curvesare color coded accordingto their E1
toward 0. This 36-min lag associatedwith the optimal valuesdisplayedin the colorbar. The first remarkable
correlation is consistent with the estimated solar wind
resultis that all the curvesat E• _>41.1 keV/e (blue)
propagation
time and othertime estimates(seediscus- from Plates 2a and 2b are nearly identical. In addition,
thesecurveshave a uniquepeak correlationcoefficient
sionsbelow).
Ionsof threespecies,
namelyH+, He+2, and0 >+2, •-0.8 at a time lag of •36 min, suggestingthat magrespondsimilarly at energiesaboveand below their netosheath
energetic
(>_41.1keV/e)H+ andHe+2 ion
commonspectralbreak point. Correlationcoefficients fluxesare stronglyanticorrelatedwith 0•.
The correlationcurvesfor H+ and He+2 begin to
of the integratedmagnetosheathion flux with 0B• as a
change
drasticallyby includingion fluxesfrom one or
functionof the time lag (0-60 min) for theseionsare
two
energy
channels
below41.1 keV/e. They become
presentedin Plate 2. For comparison,resultsof correlation analysisfor He+ are alsoincludedin Plate 2. much flatter and closer to the line of null correlation as
The energyrangeof integrationis from E1 to E2, where shownby thegreencurvesin panelsa andb. Thisresult
a criticalenergyfor theanticorrelation
between
E• stepsthroughthe detectorenergychannelsfrom 1.0 suggests

(17.5for He+) to 100.1keV/e and E2 is fixedat the
highestchannel,193.4 keV/e for all the speciesbut

the magnetosheath
energetic
ion flux and 0s•. As E1
continuesto decreasetoward1 keV/e, the correlation
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Plate 2. Correlation coefficientcurvesof the magnetosheathion flux (E• _<E _<E2) and

for threeionspecies,
(a) H+, (b) He+2, (c) O>+2•and(d) He+. Curvesarecolorcodedaccording
to their E•'s givenin the colorbar with E2 equalto 193.4keV/e for H+, He+2, and He+ and
101.1keV/e for 0 >+2. All the curveswith E• _>41.1keV/e (blue)in Plates2a and2b arenearly
identical,showinga stronganticorrelation
betweenthe H+, He+2 ion flux and 0B• offset•36
min with the peak correlationcoefficient•-0.8.

Below41.1 keV/e, curvessharplyshift toward

weaklypositivecorrelation
(red). Similartrendsalsoappearin O>+2. Correlationcurvesfor
He+ showa trend oppositeto the other three species.Literally, no correlationis found between
energeticHe+ ion flux and 0•.
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1.0

as

indicated by the yellow and red curves. Because ener-

getic0 >+2 ionshavevery low countrates,correlation

0.5

curves are rather irregular as shown in panel c. Nevertheless, these curves show a trend similar to those for

H+ and He+2. Furthermore,at lowerenergies0 >+2
ions have sufficient statistics to yield correlation coefficient c•rves with more significance. These curves are

nearlyidenticalto thoseof He+2 at the sameenergies
(cf. red curvesin Plates 2b and 2c).
Correlation

coefficient curves for He + illustrate

a

0.0

-0.5

completely different picture. As shown by the green

curvesin panel d, He+ flux at lowerenergiesis only
slightly anticorrelated with 0B•.

At higher energies

(blue curves)there is nearly no correlationbetweenthe
ion flux and 0B.,,. These results demonstrate a trend

oppositeto the one for the other three ion species.
To demonstratethe strong energy dependencein the
correlation coefficient, the peak correlation coefficient
ro is plotted against E• for each ion speciesas shown
in Figure 8a. There are two types of curves, one for

45

40

three ion speciesH+, He+2, and 0 >+2 and the other
for He+. In the first type it is clear that a critical energy Ec has to be reachedfor ion flux to be anticorrelated with 0s:,. It is the energy at which correlation
curves start to deviate from the plateau at high energies. This energy approximately occursat the detector

energychannelof 41.1 keV/e for all three ion species

3O

25

20

and happensto be the same energy channelat the spectral break suggestedin Figure 6. Furthermore, ro values
are nearly constant for E• above/•c, •-0.82 for both

H+ and He+2 and •-0.71 for 0 >+2. However,when Figure 8. (a) Peak correlationcoefficient
ro and (b)
E• is above70 keV/e, ro beginsto movetoward0 due the associatedtime lag Ato as a function of energyE•

Ion fluxesfor H+, He+2, and0 >+2
to poorer counting statistics. This trend is more obvi- forfourionspecies.
ousfor higher-energy
0 >+2 sincetheirfluxesarenearly with energyabovea criticalenergy,E• - 41.1 keV/e,
close to the background value. Nonetheless,the sharp
transition from strong anticorrelationto moderate positive correlationjust below E• is vividly illustrated. The
curve of the second type, on the other hand, shows a
completely different result. I• clearly demonstrates a
trend oppositeto the curvesfor the other three species.
The time lag Ato associatedwith the peak correlation can be quite different for different energies as
shown in Figure 8b. However, when ro is very small

are anticorrelated with 0•

offset Ato •36 min. Be-

low E• this anticorrelation
disappears.EnergeticHe+
fluxes, on the other hand, are not correlated with 0•.

Since the observedmagnetosheath
energeticH+,
He+2 and 0 >+2 ion fluxesare controlledby OB•, one
would expect they flow antisunwardaway from the bow
shock. In this storm event the magnetosheath magnetic field was most of the time closeto the Polar's spin

(< -0.7), Ato is nearlythe samefor H+, He+2, and axis so that CAMMICE detector only covered a lim0 >+2 ionsat •36 min. This commonAto suggests ited range of pitch angle around 90ø. However,during
a unique signal transmissiontime independent of ion

the interval from •0850 to 1000 UT, CAMMICE

pro-

energyand species.In contrast,Ato for He+ varies duceda nearly full coverageof pitch anglefor energetic
with the ion energy and deviates further away from the
common lag for the other three species.Results of the
cross-correlationanalysis for the three ion specieshave
demonstrated that magnetosheathenergetic ions with
energy above the spectral break are strongly anticorrelated with 0s• offset by a lag consistentwith the solar
wind propagation time and other time estimates that

ions and can then deduce their averageflow direction.

Figure 9 presentsthe normalizedangular distribution
of energeticion flux at the highest time resolutionfor

H+, He+2 (both41.1<_E <_193.4keV/e), and0 >+2
(41.1 •_ E <_101.1keV/e) in the spacecraft
framefor
three different intervals in the magnetosheath. Because

the plasma flow speedmeasuredby Hydra in the Polar spinplaneis •300 km/s whichis muchsmallerthan
ions(2800and2000km/s
and Aio for lower-energy(E• < 10 keV/e)ions shown thespeedof thelowest-energy

are addressed in the discussion section. Results of ro

the maxiin Figure 8, however, can only indicate averageresults for 41.1-keV/eH+ and He+2, respectively),
mum pitch angle correctionfor ion distribution in the
for lower-energyions and are discussedmore later.
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Figure 9. Normalized
angulardistribution
of energetic
ionfluxfor H+, He+2 (both41.1_<E _<
193.4keV/e),and0 >+2 (41.1_<E _<101.1keV/e)in thespacecraft
framefor threeintervals
in
the magnetosheath,
(a) nearthe magnetopause
boundarylayer,(b) in the magnetosheath
proper,
and (c) nearthe bowshock.H+ andHe+2 ionsarestreamingalongthe magneticfielddirection.
The hatchedareasin Figures9a and 9c indicatepitch anglesthat werenot sampled.Energetic

0 >+2ionsshowa trendconsistent
withtheothertwospecies
although
theirstatistics
arepoorer.
rest frame of plasma is less than 9ø, smaller than the

a predominant flow along the magnetic field direction.

maximumpitch angle width (11.25ø) sampledby the Meanwhile the magnetosheathmagnetic field B• comCAMMICE

detector in each measurement.

Therefore

ion distributions in the rest frame of plasma are expected to be similar to thosein the spacecraftframe.
As shownin Figures9b and 9c, almostall the H + and

ponent turned negative and Bz turned positive after
0840 UT and maintained the samepolarity •ntil •1002

UT as shownin Figure 4. Thereforethe observedmag-

netosheathenergeticions during the aboveinterval were
He+2 in the magnetos.eat.properand near the bow streaming antisunward and northward away from the
shockhavepitch angleslessthan 90ø with the maximum bow shock.
flux occurringat •45 ø pitch angle. Thereforetheseions
show a strong flow along the magnetic field direction. 6. Discussion
During the interval coveredin Figure 9a, Polar was in
the magnetosheathcloseto the magnetopauseand enerIn the previoussectionwe have presentedplasmaand
getic ions with pitch angleswithin 30ø to the magnetic magneticfieldmeasurements
from the NASA GGS/Pofield line were not sampled by CAMMICE. Neverthe- lar and Wind satellitesfor the May 4, 1998, storm event.
less,the observedpartial angular distributionsfor H + Here we discussthe possibleorigin of the observedmagand He+2 in this regionare consistent
with thoseob- netosheathenergeticions. While two major sourcesare
servedin the magnetosheathproper and near the bow the solar wind and magnetosphericplasmas,the mechashock. As to energetic0 >+2 ions,they showa trend nism of accelerationand transport can be quite different
similarto thoseof the other two speciesalthoughtheir for each of the sources.Energetic magnetosphericions
statistics are poorer.
in the plasma sheet on closed field lines can leak into

Within the abovemagnetosheath
interval(0850-1000 the magnetosheath
[e.g., Croleyet al., 1986;Sibecket
UT), the angulardistributions
of energeticionsare ba- al., 1987]. Their intensityis more related to geomagsicallythe sameasthosepresentedin Figure9, showing neticactivity[e.g.,Ch,
ristonet al., 1994].Energeticions
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previouslyon closedfield lines can escapethe magne- were most of the time connected to the solar wind, not
tosphereinto the magnetosheathalong open field lines the openmagnetosphere
(cusp,mantle, lobe, etc.). Eseither by gradient and curvature drift acrossfield lines cape of energetic ions along open field lines is unlikely

or magneticreconnection
[e.g.,Scholeret al., 1981].So- an explanation for the observations. Most importantly,
lar energeticparticlescan alsodirectly contributeto the a magnetosphericsource would not explain the magnemagnetosheathenergetic ions. Diffuse ions accelerated tosheath energetic ion flux of solar wind origin being
at the quasi-parallelbow shockcan be another possibil- anticorrelatedwith the IMF coneangle(0B•).
Solar energetic ions observedby Wind are much less
ity [e.g.,WestandBuck,1976:Fuseliefet al., 1991].
Becausethere are two typesof energeticionsobserved intense than the magnetosheath energetic ions during
in the magnetosheath,
onefor H +, He+2, and 0 >+2 and this event. Results of cross-correlation analysis reveal
the otherfor He+ . Eachtype showsdistinctfeaturesas that ion fluxes in the above two regions are slightly anpresentedin the previoussection. This suggeststhe ticorrelated. Therefore solar energeticions are not a diaccelerationregionfor He+ ions is differentfrom the rect sourceof magnetosheathenergetic ions. However,
one(s)for H+, He+2, and 0 >+2 ions. The discussionsan acceleration region at the bow shock can account for
below apply to the first type for the three ion species ions accelerated to hundreds of keV. It is noted that
unless stated otherwise.
energetic ion spectra downstream from the shock are
The compositionof the observedmagnetosheathen- nearly identical to those in the upstream wave region

ergeticions(He+2, O>+2) suggest
they are ultimately (see,for example,Figure 10 of Westand Buck[1976]).
from the solar wind not from the ionosphere. It is
a questionwhether keV ions of solar wind origin'entered the magnetosphere,convectedto the magnetotail, were acceleratedthere and injected to the dayside,
and then escapedthe magnetosphere.Becausethe day-

Ions undergo first-order Fermi acceleration by scattering back and forth acrossthe quasi-parallel bow shock
in the turbulent regionsupstream and downstreamfrom
the shock. This mechanism is most efficient for highly

by Polar during this event show distinct energeticion
composition,leakageof magnetosphericionsis not likely
the main causeof the magnetosheathenergeticions. In
addition, Polar was on magnetosheathfield lines which

erty.

chargedions[Lee,1982]. The magnetosheath
energetic
sideplasmasheet/LLBL and magnetosheath
traversed ion spectra observed by Polar have shown such a propResults of the cross-correlation analysis for the magnetosheath ion flux and 0B:• are very striking. In order
to lower the statistical error especiallyfor higher-energy

Z

•o

B

50 ø

Y

Figure 10. Projectionof the daysidebow shocksurfaceonto the y-z plane usingthe Fairfield

[1971]model.Contours
of constant
0,• arecalculated
for IMF (B•,By,Bz) - (-13.3, 5.5,5.5)
nT with 0• - 30.3ø. The shadedregionis the quasi-parallelshocklocatedat the most part of
the southernhemisphereand part of the northern hemisphere.
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ions, we have done this analysisusing the integrated ion

a proxy for OB• in this study. Furthermore, OB• and the

number

anglebetweenthe IMF B.y and Bz componentswould

flux instead

of the differential

number

flux at

each MICS energy channel. Becauseof the steep drop
in the energetictail of the ion spectra, ion flux detected
at the lowest energy channel in the integration energy
range contributes most to the total flux. Therefore the

integratedflux for ion energyabove•10 keV/½ truly
reflects

the behavior

of the differential

flux at the low-

completely determine the bow shock magnetic geometry.

Magnetosheathenergeticion fluxes are enhancedin
two intervals, •0900-1000 and •1100-1200 UT. Figure 10 shows the average dayside bow shock surface
projected onto the y-z plane for the first interval. This

bowshocksurfaceis basedon the Fairfieldmodel[Fairfield, 1971]. For the averageIMF associatedwith this
ion differentialnumberflux at energyabove•10 keV/½ interval,(-13.3, 5.5, 5.5) nT, OB, is 30.3ø and the quasiest energy as demonstrated by the sharp transition in
Figure 8. In fact, the correlation coefficientcurves for

parallel shock as shown by the shaded region covers
the major portion of the southernhemisphereand part
for ion energybelow 10 keV/½ the ion differentialen- of the northern hemisphere of the dayside bow shock
ergy flux at the lowest energy of the integration does surface. During the secondinterval, IMF B• and Bz
not dominate the total flux because the ion flux at this
componentsreverse the orientation and 0B• is further
energy is not large enough to compensatethe reduced reducedto •10 ø. The quasi-parallelbow shockswitches
energy in the integration. Thus results of correlation to the east side and further expands, coveringa great
analysisincludingionsbelow•10 keV/½onlyrepresent portion of the southern hemisphere and most of the
averageresults, rather than results for ions detected at northern hemisphere of the dayside bow shock surface.
the lowest energy channel within the integration. The As for the interval of weak magnetosheathenergeticion
correlation curvesfor the differential ion flux at energy fluxes, •1000-1100 UT, 0B, is •80 ø and nearly the enbelow 10 keV/½ becomemore erratic showinga trend tire dayside bow shock surface is quasi-perpendicular.
toward null correlation with decreasingenergy, unlike The quasi-parallel shock in this case occupiesonly a
the smooth, asymptotic behavior shown in Figure 8. smallportion of the duskflank for IMF By positive.
The majority of magnetosheath energetic ions obThis result of little correlation is expectedbecausethe
intensity of the keV solar wind ions at the bow shock is servedby Polarhavepitchangles•45 ø (Figure9). Thus
almost all the energeticions with the exceptionof those
not related to the IMF or shock geometry.
The most remarkable
feature in the results of the
with pitch angles nearly 90ø, would be guided by the
cross-correlation analysis is that the correlation coef- magnetic field lines. During the first interval of the enficient is energy dependent. Correlation coefficientsas hanced magnetosheath energetic ion flux, •0900-1000
a function of ion energy show a sharp transition at the UT, both IMF and magnetosheathmagnetic field have
sameenergy(preciselyenergyper charge)for all three a negative Bz and positive Bz component. Such an
ion species. Above this critical energy ion fluxes are IMF condition is commonly seen during CEP events
strongly anticorrelated with OB:, and essentiallyuncor- [Changet al., 1998]. On the basisof the generalsolar
related for energies immediately below it. It is even wind flow and magnetosheath
flow [Spreiterand Stamore striking that this critical energyis identical to the hara, 1985] the most likely scenariofor the magnetic
energy at the spectral break of the ion spectra. All the field topology is illustrated in Figure 11. Polar is on
are very similar to the correspondingonesfor the integrated flux presentedin Plate 2. On the other hand,

above

results

are

consistent

with

the

Fermi

accelera•

magnetosheath
magneticfield lines (e.g., field line a)
that are connectedto the quasi-parallelbow shock(cf.
abovethe spectralbreak and creatingthe break [e.g., Figure 10). Energeticionsproducedat the shockfollow
Lee,1982].This process
takesplaceat the quasi-parallel field lines, reach Polar and are detected by the CAMtion processsinceit is responsiblefor the energeticions

bow shock.

Statistical studies show that probability of enhanced
energetic ion events upstream and downstream from the
bow shock increasesas OB•, of the field line being sam-

MICE instrument. This magnetic topology also appears
in the global hybrid simulations results for this IMF

boundarycondition(N. Omidi, privatecommunication,
1999). For the secondinterval of intenseenergeticion

pleddecreases,
andviceversa[e.g.,Crookeret al., 1981; flux, magnetosheathmagnetic field B• and B• compoMitchell and Roelof,1983].In principlean appropriate nents reverse their sign, but the magnetic topology reOB• should be used in the cross-correlation analysis.
Sincethe observedmagnetosheathenergeticions are extremely energetic, they are guided more or less by the
magnetic field lines not the flow streamlines in the sub-

sonicmedium[e.g.,BonifaziandMoreno,1981;Mitchell
and Roelof,1983]. For example,a 41.1 keV/e H+ ion
with a pitch angle of 45ø, the velocity component par-

allel to the magneticfield is •1900 km/s whichis more
than 4 times of the E x B drift speed observedin the
magnetosheath. Because the associated0•,• where the
magnetosheathmagnetic field line through Polar intersets the bow shock is not readily known, 0• is used as

mains similar. Polar is again on a field line connectedto
the quasi-parallel bow shock and observesintense energetic ions. On the other hand, betweenthe two intervals
of enhancedenergetic ion flux, 0•, is very large and Polar is on field lines connectedto the quasi-perpendicular
shock and detects very weak energetic ion flux.
Becausethe observedenergetic ions have a very high
speed parallel to the magnetic field line, it takes less
than 1 min for them to travel from the quasi-parallel
bow shockto the Polar location in the magnetosheath.
The solar wind propagation time from the Wind satellite

to the bow

shock is •29

min

in the interval

se-
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Figure 11. Schematic
of the geospace
undera northwardand antisunward
IMF condition,
showing
thebowshock
(BS),magnetosheath
(MS),magnetopause
(MP),cusp(CP),merging
site,
and the Polarlocation.Polaris in the magnetosheath
upstreamfromthe cuspand on magnetic

fieldlines(e.g.,fieldlinea) connected
to thequasi-parallel
bowshock,
observing
thetailwardstreaming
energetic
ionsthatareaccelerated
at thequasi-parallel
shock.Themagnetosheath
field
orientationis northwardand antisunwardin favorof high-latitudereconnection,
polewardof the

cuspandenergetic
magnetosheath
ionscanthendirectlyenterthecuspalongtheinterconnected
fieldlines(e.g.,fieldline c).
ions are a part of the solar wind ions acceleratedat
shocknot the leakedmagnetospheric
sociatedtime lag for the best correlationbetweenthe the quasi-parallel
ions
and
then
transported
to the magnetosheath.The
energeticion flux and 0•3: is •36 min that is •7 min
more than the estimated solar wind propagation time. remarkablesimilarity betweenthe magnetosheathenerspectralshape,
This time difference can be attributed to the growth geticH+ andHe+2 ionsin threeaspects,
time for the energeticions at the bow shock. As the correlationcoefficientcurves,and angular distribution,
that energetic
H+ ionsarelikelythe solarwind
bow shockgeometrychangesfrom quasi-perpendicular suggests
at the quasi-parallel
shockandthen
to quasi-parallel,a growth time of •10 min is required protonsaccelerated
to themagnetosheath
justlikeHe+2. Magfor enhanced50-200keV ions[e.g.,Scholeret al., 1980; transported
MitchellandRoelof,1983].Takinginto accountthe un- netosphericcontributionto the magnetosheathenercertaintydue to the CAMMICE detectorsamplingtime getic ionshas to be very minor. The simultaneously
(3.3 rain), the abovetime difference
is consistent
with enhancedlow-frequencywavesassociatedwith the magnetosheath
energeticions(Plate 1) are possiblylike the
the early finding of the averagegrowth time.
bow shockas reUnlike the abovethree ion species,He+ fluxesare energeticionsfrom the quasi-parallel
not correlated with 0s•. Therefore the observed ener- ported before [e.g., Luhmann et al., 1986; MSbiuset

lected for the correlation analysis. However, the as-

geticHe+ ionsare not Fermiaccelerated
at the shock. al., 1987]. When Polar was upstreamfrom the cusp
and magnetosheath
field had a
Since their fluxes are very weak and relatively uni- in the magnetosheath
to the antiparform throughoutthe midlatitude magnetosheathinter- negativeB: and positiveBz, according
the reconnection
sitewasprobval, leakageof magnetosphericions may accountfor allelmerginghypothesis
ably
at
the
high-latitude
magnetopause
poleward
of the
theseions[e.g.,Kudelaet al., 1992].
There is little doubt that the majority of magne- cusp[Crooker,
1979].Magnetosheath
fieldlineswould
interconnected
with the cuspfield line
tosheath energeticions came from the quasi-parallel be subsequently
shock
bowshockduringthisevent.Asdiscussed
above,He+2 and energeticionsproducedat the quasi-parallel
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lines convected and were interconnected with the geo-

lines(e.g.,fieldline c in Figure11). The presentinvesti- magnetic field lines, energetic magnetosheathions on
gation of magnetosheathenergeticions observedby Po- these field lines would travel along the interconnected
lar strongly support the hypothesisof bow shocksource field linesinto the cusp. Thesemagnetosheathenergetic
ion observationsstrongly support the model of the bow
of CEPs [Changet al., 1998].

shocksourceof CEPs [Changet al., 1998]. Follow-up

7. Summary and Conclusions
We have presented plasma and magnetic field ob-

studies of analyzing multisatellite observationsat the
bow shock and in the cusp, self-consistentglobal hybrid simulations, and MHD modeling are underway.

servations
from NASA GGS/Polar and Wind satellites
during the May 4, 1998, magnetic storm event. Polar
was at the daysidemagnetosheathin the northern hemi-

sphereand observed
energetic(41.1-193.4keV/e) H+,
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•040keV/e, resemblingthoseat the quasi-parallel
bow References
shock. Spectralshapefor energeticH+ and He+•' are
nearly identical.
3. These magnetosheathenergeticions flow antisunward away from the bow shockalong the magnetic field

lines. Angulardistributionsfor H + and He+•' are very
similar.

4. Correlation coefficientfor the magnetosheathion
flux of each of the three ion speciesand the IMF cone

angle (0B•) dependson the ion energyand time lag
for 0B•. Ion flux and 0s• (offset•36 min) are strongly
anticorrelatedfor energiesabove the spectral break. Below the break energy there is little correlation.
5. Correlation

coefficient

curves as a function

of the

time lag peak at •36 min for all three ion species.This
lag is consistentwith the solar wind propagation time
estimated by four different methods plus an allowance
for the energization time of the energeticion fluxes at
the quasi-parallel bow shock.
6.

Correlation

coefficient curves for H + and He +•'

with energy above the spectral break are nearly identical.

7.

When

Polar

was on field

lines connected

to the

quasi-parallel bow shock, it observed intense energetic
ion fluxes.

When

it was on field lines connected

to the

quasi-perpendicularbow shock, few energeticions were
observed.

These results can be easily understood by the firstorder Fermi acceleration process at the quasi-parallel
bow shock. While magnetosheathmagnetic field was
northward and antisunwardin favor of the high-latitude
reconnection poleward of the cusp, energetic magnetosheath ions upstream from the cusp were streaming
tailward in the magnetic field direction. As the field
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